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To stay in sync with the fast-changing business world, organizations see the need to 
alter internal processes and strategies, such as corporate IT infrastructure and 
environments, including project portfolio management (PPM) software.

However, change management and environment management practices often result 
in high costs and significant time spent. The main reason is that change cycles and 
data management are performed manually, slowing down the process and causing 
errors.

Additionally, companies often lack ITSM best practices and understand how they can 
be applied to a company's processes and needs.

Managing Microsoft Project Online Environments Made Easy

FluentPro Governance and Administration Suite (G.A. Suite) is a SAAS platform 
created for companies that use Microsoft Office 365 Project Online.

FluentPro G.A. Suite provides a complete, easy-to-use toolset to help PMOs manage 
the lifecycle of Microsoft Project Online environments and governance for Microsoft 
Office 365 PPM.

Contact our Sales Department for a demo, trial and quote Email: sales@fluentpro.com Phone: +1 (855) 358 3688

https://fluentpro.com/project-online-backup-restore/?utm_source=whitepaper&utm_medium=gas&utm_campaign=gas-pol-governance
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Solution

FluentPro Governance and Administration Suite is designed to help companies 
establish practices for Office 365 Project Online in compliance with ITSM.

FluentPro G.A. Suite provides usage and adoption analytics and governance 
capabilities for decision-makers and PMOs.

The critical capability is configuration change management and governance. The 
platform allows users to:

FluentPro G.A. Suite also gives valuable insights into whether your PWA environment 
corresponds to industry best practices.

Copy PWA environments

Visualize services topology

Audit PWA configurations

Document PWA configurations

Archive data

Backup and restore projects, configurations, and SharePoint content

Deploy and move configuration changes to Project Online PWA
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FluentPro Governance and Administration Suite automates configuration 
management processes, reducing manual work and eliminating most human errors.

When you employ FluentPro G.A. Suite, environment management becomes faster, 
best practices are delivered in real-time, and your organization will enjoy lower 
operating costs and better results.

Benefits of Using FluentPro G.A. Suite  

ITSM Compliance

FluentPro G.A. Suite brings numerous benefits to enterprises:

Enhances project management processes by establishing 
ITSM-compliant best practices in your organization.

Risk Mitigation
A complete automated toolset for backup and disaster recovery 
provided by FluentPro G.A. Suite is the only solution to make your 
company risk-resistant against any data loss.

Efficiency & Optimization
Reduces time and resources spent on PWA administration, eliminates 
error factors and related costs, and improves how you administrate and 
use Microsoft Project Online.

Actionable Insights
Decision-makers will access deeper insights about PWA usage, 
adoption, and excellent governance capabilities for the organization's 
executives and PMOs.
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Why Choose FluentPro?

Microsoft Gold-Certified Partner
FluentPro, an independent software vendor, is a Microsoft 
Gold-Certified Partner in Project Portfolio Management.

Over 10 Years of Experience
Since 2009, we have delivered unique configuration management, 
migration, and integration software products to help businesses meet 
and exceed their Microsoft Project Server and Project Online usage 
expectations.

Trusted by 500+ Enterprises
More and more enterprises choose FluentPro products to simplify PPM 
solutions. Our software is used by over 500 enterprise customers, 
including over 50 out of the Fortune 500.
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